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Abstract
This paper discusses the representation and caching of medical data structured and
stored as XML documents. Caching of XML medical data is proposed towards improving
the medical data accesibility and availability. The representation of XML medical data is
a tree like structure and the caching process is guided by frequency of access of the XML
medical data records. Experimentation is carried out for an articial workload of patient
records and both cache and byte hit ratios are evaluated. The proposed caching scheme
is proven to be quite eective and benecial for accessing the medical data.

Index terms: medical data management, XML medical data representation, caching

policies.

1 Introduction
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) has recently emerged as a new innovative standard for data
representation and data transfer over the Internet. XML has been proposed as an innovative
mechanism for medical data representation and management 4, 5]. XML is used in medical
data representation due to its ability to dene markups for specic types of data, thus it can
be utilized as a markup for medical data. Here, we concetrate on medical data which are
represented by XML markups stored as XML documents among various storage units under a
common storage subsystem.
The idea of caching has been proposed in the past in relation to le system and operating
systems. Research e orts have considered caching as a policy for reducing tra c and congestion
to the storage medium. By introducing the caching policy we consider a cache area reserved
on a primary storage level for faster access and request servicing. File prefetching and caching
has been proven a quite e ective technique for improving le access performance. Traditional
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caching in a distributed le system is discussed in 2] and the most critical research issues in
caching concern cache replacement strategies as well as cache consistency and validation. A
web-based evolutionary model has been presented in 9] where cache content is updated by
evolving over a number of successive cache objects populations.
This paper presents a model for caching medical data represented as XML documents.
We propose a caching scheme for medical data stored as XML documents according to their
popularity as identied by their frequency of access. The experimentation considered patient
records as described in 7] for the medical data workload. The patients records have been
chosen due to their organized structure which is the basis for a principle markup and advanced
computer organization and processing. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section denes the medical XML data representation structure. In Section 3 the caching
policies are presented whereas Section 4 has the experimetation details and the results for the
proposed caching scheme ratios. Finally conclusions and future work topics are given in Section
5.

2 XML Medical Data Representation

<PATIENT> John Smith
<DIS id=“d1”> Measles </DIS>
<DIS id=“d2”> Anemia </DIS>
<DIS href=“#d1”> Varicella </DIS>
</PATIENT >
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Figure 1: A tree structure for an XML medical data record.
The data model for our XML based data is considered as a linearization of a tree structure
3, 6]. At every node in the tree we might have links to several character strings or we might
have a cross reference to another node of the XML tree like structure. The tree structure and
the character strings together form the information content of an XML medical data document.
Figure 1 presents an example of a fragment of a particular XML structured medical information
record. Here, we have considered a patient's record for his reported diseases and their relations.
This tree-like representation is a logical view of the XML medical document it is stored by a
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corresponding physical structure. The physical structure is the considerd XML le identied
as an XML medical document or object.
Each node might be requested and accessed by various users (clients) and we have both
\popular" and \non-popular" medical information nodes (XML documents). Thus, there is a
relative frequency estimated by the user requests and we we need to dene the relative frequency
of access of each XML medical object.
De nition 1 : The cached object's relative frequency is dened by
DynF reqi

= 1

ai

since is the metric for estimating an XML medical object's access frequency (Table ??). It
is true that the higher the values of
, the most recently was accessed, since is the
parameter to identify the number of accesses to other objects since object was last referenced.
ai

DynF reqi
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i

3 The Caching Approach
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Figure 2: The XML medical data caching model.
As mentioned earlier, we introduce the caching process for a considered medical data set
represented by a corresponding number of XML documents or objects. Thus our problem
statement is the answer to the following question :
"How to propose an e ective caching of the XML medical objects in a certain cache area in
order to improve access to the requested XML based medical data ?"
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Figure 2 presents our model's architecture. We assume that the XML medical data might
reside among various storage units which are managed by a common storage subsystem. We
also consider a cache server which maintains a certain cache area of high access technology for
the storage of the most frequently requested
Our caching policy could be identied by the following steps :
sort XML documents according to their Frequency of access
FT <-- define a Frequency Threshold
select <-- set of XML documents of greater than FT value
cache <-- place in cache the XML documents from select
with the highest possible Frequency of access
such that the cache is filled

With this caching algorithm there is a number of XML medical documents which will reside
in cache according to their frequency of access, i.e the most popular medical data records will be
stored in the reserved cache area. Thus, the next request for a popular medical XML document
will be most likely serviced by the cache area at a faster rate.

4 Experimentation - Results
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Figure 3: Cache hit No. patient records.
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Figure 4: Byte hit No. patient records.

The most populart performance metrics in Caching are cache-hit ratio and byte-hit ratio :
Cache hit ratio : represents the percentage of all requests being serviced by a cache

copy of the requested XML medical object, instead of contacting the original object's
storage unit.
Byte hit ratio : represents the percentage of all medical data transferred from cache,
i.e. corresponds to ratio of the size of objects retrieved from the cache server. Byte hit
ratio provides an indication of the network bandwidth.
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The above metrics are considered to be the most typical ones in order to capture and analyze
caching policies 1]. We have experimented on the proposed caching policy with an articial
workload of patient records of various sizes.
Figures 3 and 4 depict the cache and the byte hit ratios (respectively) for three di erent
sets of requests, with respect to the number of patient records considered. More specically,
Figure 3 presents the cache hit ratio for 100 200    500 patient records and Figure 4 presents
the byte hit ratio for the same workloads. As shown in these gures the cache hits increase as
the number of patient records increases and these ratios are quite benecial at rates reaching
almost 70%.

5 Conclusions
We have proposed a caching policy for XML structured medical data. The scheme was experimented by considering an articial workload of patient records structured as XML documents.
We have considered these XML documents to reside among various storage units and we have
applied the caching scheme over several sets of patient records which have been requested regularly. The caching scheme has been proven quite benecial since we have resulted in high cache
hit and byte hit ratios, thus the requested patient record was most likely found in the considerd
cache area in faster rates with no need to contact the original storage unit. Furthermore, the
applied cache replacement policy guarantees the accuracy and the confrontation of the cached
to the originally stored medical data.
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